
I thank the referee for her/his evaluation and constructive feedback. I repeat the text of the referee in italics and my response 

follows below in normal font. 

This paper describes well the linkages between biogeochemistry, organic geochemistry and ecology at the seafloor. It is 

obvious that these disciplines have strengths and weaknesses, and if they are combined, a much more detailed view of the 

variety of benthic processes and their interactions can be obtained. The paper emphasizes this in an excellent manner.  

Thanks for these kind words. 

Major concerns  

My major concern deals with the inclusion of paleoceanography among the disciplines under study. Actually, this discipline 

is only mentioned in the abstract and the beginning of the introduction, while there is no mention of this in the remaining 

part of the manuscript. I recommend omitting paleoceanography from the abstract, introduction and figure 1. The focus 

should then be on biogeochemistry, organic geochemistry and ecology throughout the paper. It seems implicit from the text 

that the research in the three disciplines has been done in isolation only (see lines 64-72). The author should mention that 

many papers actually have focused on the interface of two or even all three disciplines.  

I agree with this referee that this paper is mainly about the interface of biogeochemical, organic geochemical and ecological 

approaches to carbon processing at the seafloor, but I do not agree omitting the geological/paleoceanographic view entirely 

from this manuscript. I will remove the geological component from the abstract, but will maintain it in Figure 1 and in the 

introduction because there are research questions at the interfaces of paleoceanography and biogeochemistry/organic 

geochemistry that might require multiple approaches and views: bioturbation, preferential degradation/preservation and 

within sediment production of proxy biomarkers (e.g., archaeal lipids). There are relatively few studies at paleoceanography-

biogeochemistry interface and by including it I hope to initiate further work in this direction. 

In chapter 2, the title starts with “Geochemists focus on. . .”. In this chapter and throughout the manuscript the term 

geochemistry is used. I suppose that it should be biogeochemistry? Otherwise it makes no sense with the introduction of the 

paper. It becomes even more tricky when the next chapter deals with organic geochemistry. The reader can easily be 

confused. I recommend using “biogeochemistry” and “organic geochemistry” to separate these disciplines throughout as 

defined in the introduction and figure 1.  

I will modify geochemistry to biogeochemistry all through and will check for further consistency in terminology.  

The introduction of bioturbation in lines 116-122 is not fully clear and does not follow the recommendation and definition 

introduced by Kristensen et al. (MEPS 446: 285- 302, 2012). In this paper, it was argued that bioturbation covers both 

particle reworking and bioirrigation driven by ventilation. I recommend following this definition throughout the paper. It 

does not change the meaning, but merely clarifies the terms. Moreover, it is striking that only Aller is cited when ventilation 

is discussed. Other and more recent papers have been published on this subject.  

 

I will add a few references on bio-irrigation besides the ones of Aller, although without offending more recent work, in my 

opinion the early seminal work of Bob Aller is often still the best and most instructive for bio-irrigation in muddy/silty 

sediments.  

Indeed, my use of the terms bioturbation and bio-irrigation is not 100% compatible with that of Kristensen et al. (2012, 

MEPS). I follow the terminology of Meysman et al. (2006, TREE):  Bioturbation: in a broad sense, the biological 

reworking of soils and sediments by all kinds of organisms, including microbes, rooting plants and burrowing animals. In a 

strict sense, the enhanced dispersal of particles resulting from sediment reworking by burrowing animals. Bio-irrigation: in 

a broad sense, any form of enhanced solute transport that results from sediment reworking by organisms. In a strict sense, 

the enhanced exchange between the pore water and the overlying water column owing to burrow flushing.  

Without starting a semantic discussion, words should always be seen in context, I and many researchers in the field use the 

strict sense meaning of bioturbation and the wider sense meaning of bio-irrigation. The wide sense meaning of bioturbation 

refers to sediment reworking, hence displacement of particles and water (bulk sediment mixing). Anyhow I will go through 

the text and will clarify where needed to prevent any misunderstanding.  

I miss the role of ventilation driven bioirrigation in chapter 5.4 where animal stimulation of microbes is dealt with. Several 

papers have shown that the subduction of oxygen into burrows by animal ventilation has the capacity to enhance microbial 

processes, including a stimulation of decomposition of old and buried organic matter, by up to one order of magnitude. I 

recommend that this aspect is dealt with here.  



Thank you for suggesting this. While writing this paper I had to make many choice what to included and what not, and this 

was one of these aspects. Based on the feedback received I will add a few lines on this. 

Minor points 

Line 19: Change to “It is shown...” Line 51-52: Change to “...of substances that have survived. . .” Line 54: Change to “. . 

.of the material that is eventually. . .” Line 55- 57: Change to “...remaining part is recycled as key nutrients (e.g. N, P, Si, 

Fe) to sustain primary production in the water column. . .” Line 64: Change to “. . .topic, e.g. fate of organic matter. . .”  

Will all be incorporated. 

Line 69: I disagree with this definition of bioturbation – see above.  

Once again, this semantic discussion should be avoided. I will reformulate. 

Line 72: Delete “their food” Line 77: Now we are introduced to four disciplines (two new!!): Organic geochemistry, 

sediment geochemistry, ecology and microbiology!! Please place them into the context of the three primary disciplines the 

entire story deals with. It is particularly important as this statement is presented in the last paragraph of the introduction. 

Line 86-87: Change to “. . .overlying water, or is buried. . .” Line 92: Change to “. . .rates are high in vegetated. . .” Line 

96-97: Change to “. . .degraded to inorganic carbon at rates that provide an. . .” Line 130: Now we are introduced to 

microbial ecology as a discipline – how is that connected to the three major disciplines of this paper? 

This feedback will be incorporated. 

 Line 134-138: These lines make no real sense and should be rephrased or omitted. Line 139-140: Change to “...and 

porewater depth profiles...” Line 149: Change to “. . .and anaerobic organisms, including the distribution. . .” Line 152: 

Delete “these” Line 177-178: Change to “. . .or its reverse, the refractory nature of organic mat- ter, with various...” Line 

179: Change to “...amino acids...” Line 186-187: Change to “...organic matter by bacteria (Cowie and Hedges....” Line 

190-191: Change to “. . .importance of bacteria and fauna for organic matter. . .” Line 193-194: Change to “. . .secondary 

production (Cowie and Hedges. . .” Line 202: Change to “. . .(e.g. macro- fauna, meiofauna and microbes. . .” Line 216: 

Change to “. . .considered the key to. . .” Line 218-223: The element dealt with here must be carbon as respiration is 

mentioned. Please specify. Line 231-233: This last sentence appears to be out of context. Please omit or rephrase. Line 244-

245: Change to “. . .particles around by reworking and en- hance solute transfer by ventilation driven bioirrigation.” Line 

245-248: Change to “The ingestion of food eventually results in compositional changes of the organic matter, but there is 

little information that the identity of the processing organism matters much.” Line 252: Change to “...transfers within the 

food web...” Line 287-288: change to “. . .flow through the living compartment is much higher. . .” Line 292-293: Change to 

“....and microbes (Middelburg et al...” Line 313: Change to “On one hand...” Line 318-321: These statements are quite 

contradictory. Which one to believe? Line 323- 324: Change to “. . .microbial processing of deposited organic matter 

represents a ma- jor carbon flow and. . .” Line 328: Change to “phosphorus”  

Most of these suggestions are very useful and will be incorporated, some suggestions to delete explanatory clauses will not 

be followed for reasons of readability for non-specialist. 

Line 327-331: Somehow these lines are in conflict. First it is mentioned that decomposition results in pref- erential release 

of N and P, then it is implied that accumulation of microbial organic matter decreases the C/N ratio. These two processes 

cannot occur simultaneously. Please clarify.  

The text will be modified to clarify that preferential release of N can be consistent with accumulation of N-rich organic 

material if remains from secondary producers are buried. 

Line 328-335: Please be consistent in the notation. In this section, ra- tios are partly notated C/N and C/P or C:N and C:P. 

Use the same throughout. Line 350: Who are “we”? The paper has only one author! Line 386: Change to “. . .primary 

producers. . .” Line 401: Delete “more” 

These changes will be incorporated. 

 Line 420-425: Just a comment – It has long been known that all invertebrates have the capacity to take up DOC. So, this is 

not only valid for sponges.  

I agree and will rephrase the text a little. The point is that DOC uptake and assimilation by sponges is not a small flow (as 

for almost all other invertebrates) and that subsequent excretion of particulate organic matter constitutes a major flow in 

benthic food webs.   



 

Line 473: Change to “. . .also because bioturbation is absent. . .” 

See above. 

 Figure 1: Please omit the paloceanography panel – it is not dealt with in the text.  

This will not be done because of reasons provided above. 

Figure 4: Please explain what the red-orange-yellow colors stand for.  

I will modify the figure captions for Figure 1 and 4 to explain the color scheme (reflecting different lability fractions of 

organic matter). 

 


